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HIGHLIGHTS

A pilot project to document the opportunities and constraints associated with
introducing an effective system of selective collection at service stations that
include a convenience store, and their potential for recyclable materials
recovery.
•

4 Ultramar service stations
o 2 with a car wash and 2 with an eating area
o 2 in east Montréal and 2 in the northern suburbs of Montréal

•

In the period sampled (August 2011) 44% of the materials generated were
recyclables
o 85% of the recyclables were generated inside the establishment
o 15% were generated outside (customer area)

Eight weeks after the equipment was installed, and with no corporate
awareness campaign:
•

RECYCLING RATE: 80%
o 86% in indoor areas (recovery by employees)
o 50% in outdoor areas (recovery by customers)
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1. Issue Table for Out-of-Home Recycling
The Issue Table for Out-of-Home Recycling (the Table) is a non-profit organization
incorporated on June 1, 2007 that currently has thirteen contributing members, including
institutions, associations and private companies1.
Refreshments Canada
Aluminum Association of Canada
Association of Canadian Distillers / Spirits Canada
BFI Canada
Boissons Gazeuses Environnement
Carton Council of Canada
Éco Entreprises Québec
Naya Waters Inc.
Nestlé Waters Canada
Provigo, Member of the Loblaws Group
Recyclemédias
RECYC-QUÉBEC
La Société des Alcools du Québec
The Table’s mission is to initiate, develop and implement large-scale selective collection
programs for the recovery of all recyclable materials outside the home. Its objective is to
optimize the out-of-home recovery of recyclable materials.
Between 2007 and 2011, the members of the Table contributed, on a voluntary basis, over
$8 000 000 to fund a financing program for out-of-home recovery.
Extending across Québec, initially the program focused on two sectors: municipal public
areas and restaurants, bars and hotels2.
Numerous efforts have been undertaken and partnerships formed with many of the
stakeholders concerned, notably municipal bodies, restaurant, bar and hotel associations,
collection contractors, manufacturers and suppliers of recovery equipment, and the
Ministère du Développement durable, de l’Environnement et des Parcs.

1
2

www.tablehorsfoyer.ca
http://www.tablehorsfoyer.ca/program/program.php
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To date, the Table’s funding program has distributed $3.3 million to municipal bodies for the
installation of 7000 multi-material recycling bins, and $1.2 million to over 3000 restaurants,
bars and hotels that now recover all their recyclable materials.
Before the Table’s program was developed and implemented, it was important to first
conduct a search for reference data, a review of practices, analyses of the constraints and
opportunities of systems in place, as well as pilot projects. This work allowed us to identify
the principle success factors associated with out-of-home recovery systems for recyclable
materials3.

Simplicity (access to facilities, ease of use, clear signage)
Numerous collection points (users are uninclined to take their recyclable materials
with them, instead tossing them into the first container they find)
Encourage a universal reflex (recycle ALWAYS AND EVERYWHERE)
Coordinated funding (coherence among the modalities and criteria of different
funding programs, to help clients come up with attractive financial packages)
Concentration on targeted sectors (so maximum effort can be devoted to installing
and managing efficient recovery systems)
Aim for optimal results (the decision to install facilities should be based on a
sector’s real potential performance)

The Table’s funding program and pilot projects were all developed with an eye toward
these key success factors.

3
Issue Table on Recycling Non-Refundable Single-Use Containers – Final Report, February 2007.
http://www.tablehorsfoyer.ca/publications/pdf/10-Final-Report-February-2007.pdf
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2. Implementation of a pilot project to introduce recyclable
materials recovery at service stations
In 2006, in the course of work to profile the current status of out-of-home recovery in
Québec, several under-serviced sectors were identified as having a strong potential for
recyclable materials. One of them was service stations. In 2010, after the first phase of the
funding program was implemented, the time was right to hold a pilot project in this sector
of activity.
Senior executives at Ultramar Québec were approached with the idea of testing the
introduction of selective collection of recyclable materials in their establishments, with the
following proposal:
•

Pilot project
for the recovery of ALL recyclable materials disposed of by
employees and customers at service stations

•

Collaborator
Ultramar / 4 service stations in the Montréal area

•

Service provider for selective collection
BFI Canada

•

Duration: 7 months
February to August 2011

•

Objective
deployment in all service stations

2.1 Planning
The pilot project’s overall objective was to implement the recovery of recyclable materials
generated in service stations that include a convenience store. The materials targeted
were those generated by the store and those disposed of by customers.
The project’s specific objectives were the following:
 Document the qualitative and quantitative parameters of residual materials
production (waste and recyclable materials) in service stations that include
convenience stores.
 Design a recovery system tailored to the needs of these establishments.
 Demonstrate the recovery potential.
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 Document the project’s installation and management phases.
 Deploy in all service stations across Québec.
2.1.1 Work schedule
NovemberDecember 2010

Contact with Ultramar officials with proposal for a pilot project. The project
manager will be the Senior Director of Ultramar’s network of convenience stores.
Meeting with the project manager to establish starting parameters.
Agreement in principle.

February 2011

Identification of 4 stations of potential interest for the project.
Preparation and approval of a work plan.

March and April
2011

Site visits and inventory of needs.
Monitoring of current use of containers (in terms of capacity) over a period of 4
weeks.

May 2011

Selection of equipment, orders from suppliers.
Information meeting with managers of the selected stations and their regional
supervisors.
Design and production of signage.

June 2011

Installation of recycling bins – test of at least two types of bin for each recovery
point.
Start of collection service for recyclable materials.

July-August 2011

Project documentation.
Characterization of the content of recycling bins and waste receptacles.

November and
December 2011

Writing of the report.
Presentation to officials at Ultramar.
Publication.

2.1.2 Selection of service stations for the project
A sample of four service stations was selected. They had to:
 Be served by BFI Canada, partner in the project for collection aspects.
 Be located in different socio-economic areas, on the island of Montréal and its
suburbs.
 If possible, be representative of the brand’s offerings, i.e. with a car wash or eating
area.
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Two stations were chosen in the northern periphery and two in Montréal. For the purposes
of the report they are identified as stations 1, 2, 3 and 4.

2.1.3 Stakeholders
 One person responsible for the project at Ultramar: Gisèle Sageau, Area
Coordinator.
 One person from the Issue Table for Out-of-Home Recycling: Sophie Bergeron,
Communications Director.
 One person at BFI Canada: Sylvie Lesieur, Assistant Director, Customer Relations.
 The regional supervisors of the four service stations.
 The managers of the four service stations.
 The weekday, evening and weekend employees of the four service stations.
2.1.4 Roles and responsibilities of stakeholders
 Ultramar official: take decisions, give or obtain authorizations if necessary, receive
questions from the Table official, respond or refer to the appropriate person,
receive information about the project and convey to all concerned at Ultramar.
 Table official: identify and analyze different aspects of the project, propose tools,
products and services required to carry out the activity, identify and contact the
suppliers of products and services, oversee the work of those suppliers, ensure
that each phase is carried out on schedule, monitor things over the course of the
project, write the final report.
 BFI Canada official: provide residual materials containers, adjust collection
schedules to the needs of each service station, adjust collection schedules for the
characterization period, receive and convey to all concerned the requests and
findings of employees at the service stations.
 Ultramar supervisors, managers and employees: respect the guidelines for carrying
out the activity, and if any question, request or problem arises, communicate with
the appropriate person without delay.
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2.2

Project deployment

2.2.1 Equipment needs
Officials from the Table, Ultramar and BFI Canada visited each service station to assess
what equipment was needed for the satisfactory recovery of recyclable materials.
Both inside and outside each station, they identified all waste disposal points, determined
the composition of their contents, assessed the value of installing recycling bins (and what
their capacity should be), and considered whether waste receptacles should be kept when
recycling bins were added.
In light of the observations gathered on these site visits, the Table official consulted
product catalogues to choose suitable bins.
The choice was guided by specific constraints:





the bins had to be available within a reasonable time (2 to 3 weeks at most)
they had to fit in with the visual design of the stations
their cost had to be reasonable, to facilitate large-scale deployment later
for each type of outdoor collection point, two types of bin had to be tested

The bins selected met these criteria and were approved by the Ultramar officials. Some
were purchased from Ultramar’s current supplier, the rest from NI Produits.
For use at the various indoor work stations, 26- and 58-litre containers were chosen, blue
and black (or grey), from Tri-sources.

Outside, the number and type of bins required depended on whether or not the service
station had a car wash. The installation points identified were:
 Near store entrances
 Around the gas pumps
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 Near the vacuum (at stations with a car wash)
 At the car wash entry
For visual harmony between the different disposal units (waste receptacles and recycling
bins), Gorrie Marketing (Ultramar’s current supplier of waste receptacles) was asked to
provide identical bins of a grey colour that could be paired with the existing waste
receptacles, which were blue. The latter were then relabelled as recycling bins, while the
new grey containers became waste receptacles.
Thus, in the pump areas of all four service stations the same bins were installed, except
for one location where there was too little space for a pair of full-size containers. There, a
black half-Tulia produced by NI Produits was paired with the blue bin from Gorrie
Marketing:

As for store entrances, two models of paired containers were tested: pairs of hexagonal
receptacles from Gorrie Marketing, and Smart Sort duos distributed by NI Produits:
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Two types of bins were chosen for installation near vacuums and at car wash entries for
the two stations that had them. These were the “Wave Duo” and “Bullseyes Duo”
distributed by NI Produits:
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The last choice to be made concerned transition equipment, i.e. containers of larger
volume in which waste and recyclable materials are stored while awaiting collection. The
space limitations of the enclosures already in place meant that the only feasible solution
was to install two-way containers of the same dimensions: one side for waste, the other
side for recyclables.
2.2.2 Collection needs
First, over a period of four weeks an assessment was done of how much the existing
waste receptacles were used, to see whether they were used to full capacity.
Our observations indicated that the service (container dimension + pickup frequency) was
generally sufficient for all four service stations. However, in the case of the station at
Boulevard Pie-IX we noted that for the 6 pickups observed, no more than 75% of the
container was ever used.
Based on these observations, it was decided to keep the same level of service using twoway containers.
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2.2.3 Signage needs
In accordance with the signage criteria of the Issue Table for Out-of-Home Recycling, all
equipment must display signage that indicates the materials accepted using pictograms as
well as words.

Containers intended for waste are marked with the inscription
“Déchets” (waste), the image of a garbage can, and a Mobius
symbol with a red slash to indicated that
recyclable materials are prohibited.

Containers intended for recyclable
materials are marked with the
inscription for acceptable materials, several pictograms
representing these materials, and the Mobius symbol.
For containers in pump areas, two additional items of information
must be communicated to users:
 The fact that windshield washer containers are accepted
 The fact that oil containers are prohibited
The signs below were designed to meet those specific needs.
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2.2.4 Project documentation needs
To be sure of gathering all the information needed to properly evaluate the project, the
following steps were taken:
 Employees were encouraged to share their observations and comments with their
managers at all times;
 Managers were invited to make a weekly written report to the project head at
Ultramar;
 The Table’s official made several visits over the course of the project to talk with
employees and managers;
 Residual materials placed in both waste receptacles and recycling bins were
regularly characterized.

2.2.5 Conditions for the characterization of residual materials
As with its other projects, the Issue Table for Out-of-Home Recycling made
provisions to obtain quantitative results by means of characterization operations.
The following aspects were considered:
 In the time allotted for the pilot project, we had to allow for a start-up period of a few
weeks before doing any characterization of residual materials. The installation of
recycling bins implies a change in the habits of both employees (controlled
environment) and customers (uncontrolled environment), which requires a certain
period of adjustment.
 Recovery of recyclable materials began at the end of June, with characterization
being conducted from August 19 to 26.
 At the four service stations, recyclable materials would be recovered in zones with
different uses: on the one hand, the work environment, and on the other hand, the
commercial space where customers go to purchase products. It would be important
to keep track of which space materials came from, so that characterization could
identify differences in behaviour between employees and customers.
 The two zones were marked off, and when bags were removed from recycling bins
or waste receptacles the employees were to identify them systematically with labels
specific to each zone.
 Managers and employees had to be informed ahead of time that they would be
asked to contribute to the success of characterization activities.
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 The managers and employees were told about the characterization during the
general presentation of the pilot project. Subsequently, representatives from both the
Table and the firm hired to perform the characterization, NI Environnement, met the
managers and employees by visiting each station a week before the operation began.
 Clear and simple instructions had to be given to managers and employees so they
could collect and store the residual materials appropriately during the accumulation
period.
 An instruction sheet was produced and given to each manager, along with
identification labels for bags. Contact information for project officials was given to the
managers and they were encouraged to call if any question or problem arose.

2.2.6 Involvement of stakeholders
Officials from the Table and Ultramar met with the regional supervisors and managers of
the four stations to present the project to them, respond to their questions and comments
and ask for their impressions and opinions.
One success factor for such activities is the participation of both superiors and employees.
The latter have to feel involved and understand that they are stakeholders in the activity
and have an influence on the results. Involving superiors and employees right from the
start helps to ensure the best results possible.
During the inventory of equipment needs, officials from the Table, Ultramar and BFI
Canada met with the service station employees on-site in the presence of their managers.
Another meeting with managers and employees was held at each station by the Table
official and the person in charge of characterization activities.
Over the course of the project, during two rounds of site visits, the Table official talked with
the employees of each station.

Note on the deployment of the pilot project: the pilot project and characterization study did
not take place during the period when there are strong sales of windshield washer fluid.
The latter element is therefore not documented in the observations contained in this report.
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3.

Results

The monitoring and evaluation of this project were performed in both a qualitative manner,
based on the experiences and observations of superiors, employees and customers, and
in a quantitative manner, by characterizing all of the materials placed in waste receptacles
and recycling bins at the four service stations over a one-week period.

3.1

Characterization of residual materials

To document the performance of the pilot project, the Table retained the services of
NI Environnement to conduct a characterization study of the materials recovered or
disposed of at the four service stations. The study was scheduled for a few weeks after
installation of the recycling bins, to allow for an adjustment period.
The work of data collection was designed to accomplish the following objectives, both
zone-specific (employee space and customer space) and general (both zones together):






assess the total generation of residual materials
assess the proportion of waste and recyclable materials generated
assess the proportion of major categories of recyclable materials
assess the recovery rate
assess the contamination rate

The detailed methodology of the characterization study is provided in Appendix A, while
the categories of materials identified are listed in Appendix B.
Overall, more than 1000 kg of residual materials were generated by the four service
stations during the one-week sampling period.
The raw data per service station and for the four establishments together are given in
Appendix C.

Results for the four service stations together
 Recovery rate of recyclable materials (relative to potential and after removal of
contaminants)
 80% of the recyclables generated were recovered
 Recovery rate indoors (by employees): 86%
 Recovery rate outdoors (by customers): 50%
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Proportion by type of material
Recyclable materials:
44%
Compostable materials: 37%
Waste (and other):
19%

 Proportion of total residual materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 79% of the total residual materials generated
 Outdoors: 21% of the total residual materials generated
 Proportion of recyclable materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 85% of all recyclable materials
 Outdoors: 15% of all recyclable materials
 Contamination rate (waste found in the recycling bin) indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 12.2%
 Outdoors: 45.6%
 Rate of recyclable materials found in waste indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 12.8%
 Outdoors: 21.7%
Note: indoors, the recyclable materials found in waste were primarily newspapers and cardboard

 Composition of recyclable materials
 Paper and cardboard: 83%
 Plastic:
13%
 Glass:
2%
 Metal:
2%

The results per station are given in Appendix D.
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3.2

Observations

On the attitudes of employees and customers:
 Overall enthusiasm of employees, managers and supervisors about recovering
recyclable materials.
 A few customers (not many) expressed satisfaction with the fact that recycling was
being introduced in the service stations.
 In general, customers had no comments, which some employees interpreted as a
good sign: in their words, when customers don’t like something they say so.
 The employees generally made a real effort to place materials in the right
containers. They seemed very aware. The managers noticed this.
 It was harder for employees to get into the habit of breaking down cardboard
boxes. The managers often had to remind them.
On the equipment and signage:
 Behind cash counters there is only enough space for a single 26-litre bin. Since
both waste and recyclables are generated there, being limited to either a blue
container (for recyclables) or a black one (for waste) meant that employees had to
go elsewhere to dispose of the other type of material.
 The colours of the large (8 cubic yard) two-way containers were confusing: the blue
side (the colour normally associated with recycling) was for waste, while the green
side was for recyclables4.
 The large two-way containers were somewhat bigger than the original containers,
making them harder to place in the enclosure; often it was impossible to close the
enclosure door.
 The large two-way containers are tall, making it hard for shorter or less muscular
employees to open the door on the top, which is small and at an angle.
 The built-in receptacle in the counter near the door in each station contained a lot
of recyclable materials. This one-way waste receptacle had been made to measure
and was not modified for the pilot project.
 In the area of the gas pumps, where many customers dump garbage, the purpose
of the different bins (paired back-to-back, a grey one for waste and a blue one for
recyclable materials) was not immediately apparent. The openings and signage
were horizontal, on top of the containers, so the signage wasn’t easily visible.
 Knowing which opening to use for what is easier with equipment like the Wave Duo
or Bullseyes Duo, where the openings are in front instead of on top.
 Still in the pumps area, when a customer is willing to make the effort to separate
materials, it definitely helps to have both containers (waste/recycling) side by side.

4

Due to the short duration of the pilot project we used the only containers available. Normally,
where medium or long-term use is planned, colours would be chosen according to purpose.
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 The volume and location of bins at the pumps were considered adequate by both
employees and managers.
 The two octagonal containers outside store entrances took a lot of space, and the
slope toward the door made them look crooked, which was unattractive. Same
finding for the Smart Sort duos.
 The capacity and handling of the pairs of octagonal bins were quite suitable for
their purpose.
 On days of fine weather, bins near the vacuums fill up very quickly.
On recyclable materials:
 The employees had many questions about the recyclable or non-recyclable nature
of many of the residual materials generated in service stations.
 People who clean out their vehicles in the vacuum area have a habit of putting all
their garbage in a plastic bag and tying it before going to the multi-materials island.
When they see they must choose between two openings, the bag of mixed
waste/recyclables goes into one or the other.
 The decision not to have recycling bins at lunch counters turned out to be correct,
since no recyclables were found in waste receptacles there.
On the collection service:
 No additional pickups were needed.
 When pickups were done, the section for recyclable materials was very full, more
so than the section for waste.
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4.

Findings and recommendations

4.1

Findings

The first major finding from this pilot project was that:

when recycling bins are installed at a service station, you can expect a
recovery rate of 80%!

That is a remarkable result, and a reflection of the enthusiasm of Ultramar's managers and
employees!
During the characterization study, two distinct zones were identified: inside the service
stations, where virtually all residual materials are generated by employees and commercial
activities; and outside, where residual materials are generated by customers.

In the indoor zone, which is controlled by employees, the recovery rate for
recyclable materials came to 86%, with a contamination rate of 12.2%
It is interesting to note that on average, 79% of the residual materials were generated
indoors, as were 85% of the recyclable materials.

The recovery rate and sorting quality were far superior in the indoor zone.
The lower recovery rate outdoors, 50%, and the high contamination rate of 46%, can be
explained in part by the short period of eight weeks between installation of the new bins
and the characterization study, apparently not long enough for customers to absorb the
change and adjust their habits. It can also be explained by the fact that no promotion was
done about the new recycling bins, which (at the pumps) were not specifically designed for
their purpose to be immediately apparent.
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As for the average composition of the recyclable materials found at the service stations, in
summer:

83% are paper and cardboard, 13% plastic and 4% glass and metal.
We also noted that:

81%

of the residual materials generated in service stations can be
recovered and diverted from landfill: 44% are recyclables and 37% are
compostable materials.
The proportions of recyclable materials and compostable materials depended on whether
the service station had a lunch counter or a car wash. In all cases however the proportion
of ultimate waste was on the order of just 18 to 21%.

4.2

Recommendations



The presence of 44% recyclable materials and the recovery rate of 80% clearly
demonstrate the value of installing recovery systems for recyclable materials in service
stations.



Particular attention should be paid to equipment design, which must be both
functional and in harmony with the brand’s corporate image. This is especially the case
with equipment in the pump area and furniture that at present has only a built-in waste
receptacle.



Particular attention should also be paid to the design and location of equipment
intended for employee work areas. To avoid complicating the tasks required of
employees, bins for recyclables and waste must be functional in terms of both capacity
and where they are installed.



The signage on recycling bins, especially those outdoors, must be placed to be
immediately visible when the user looks around for where to dispose of something.
Signage at eye height could help.

 A strong information and awareness campaign should accompany the introduction

of recycling at service stations. Customers would be informed of the company’s
environmental action, and could prepare for the opportunity to recover their recyclable
materials. For example, customers would remember not to tie their bags of
waste/recyclables and would make the effort to find the right bin.
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 When two-way collection is available, the two-way container of 6 or 8 cubic yards

seems sufficient. It would make sense to continue with this type of equipment, provided
the colours correspond to Québec expectations (blue for recycling).



Depending on the type of establishment (whether it has an eating area), and whether
composting is locally available (which has an influence on the learned habits of employees
and customers), it would be interesting to consider recovering compostable materials,
which represent an average of 37% of the residual materials generated in service
stations.
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APPENDIX A

Characterization Methodology
In simple terms, the characterization study consisted of sorting and weighing all residual
materials generated at the four sites over the course of one week.

Sampling:
The characterization period was spread over seven calendar days. All garbage and
recovered materials were identified in terms of two source types:
 outdoor areas - primarily materials generated by customers
 indoor areas - primarily materials generated by employees and commercial
activities
In each case, garbage and recovered materials were collected and processed separately.
To prepare for the characterization study, a prior visit to each site was conducted on
August 12, 2011. This visit served for explaining to managers the procedure for labelling
and storing the bags of residual materials.
The sampling period extended from Saturday, August 20 to Friday, August 26, 2011. To
ensure accuracy, garbage and recyclables were removed by BFI Canada on August 19,
2011, the day before the start of the sampling period. That set the “zero point” for the
characterization study.
All bags containing garbage or recyclable materials were labelled individually by Ultramar
employees when emptying the various bins and waste receptacles. Supervisors had to
verify systematically that the information on each bag’s label corresponded to the contents’
collection path (waste or recyclables) and the specific place where it was collected.
Each day, the labeled bags were taken by Ultramar employees and placed in the large
external containers.
The external containers were subsequently emptied by NI Environnement, at the usual
collection frequency: twice per week at two stations and once per week at the other two.
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Sorting and weighing of residual materials:
The samples were taken by truck to NI Environnement’s
residual materials analysis workshop at 3555, rue Isabelle,
room 103, Brossard.
From Monday, August 29 to Friday, September 2, 2011 the
bags were processed by NI Environnement technicians to
determine their weight and composition.
On arrival at the sorting area, the bags were first separated
by point of origin, then by collection path (garbage or
recycling). The contents were then separated
manually into 44-litre plastic boxes.

Electronic scale.
Each category of material from a
zone was weighed on an MGK
100k electronic scale.

The sorting was thorough, distinguishing between
29 distinct categories of residual materials, which are
presented in Appendix B. The weight of each category was measured using an MGK 100k
electronic scale with a precision of ±0.005 kg.
The results for each category were noted on forms, then entered into an electronic
spreadsheet. Each zone at the sites under study was treated separately so they could be
analyzed individually.
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APPENDIX B
List of the categories of materials identified
The numbers refer to the categories used in Québec characterization studies of residential
residual materials.
[VOIR LES TEXTES DANS LE FICHIER
<<Projet-pilot stations service – Annexes B et C-ANG.doc>>]

PAPIER ET CARTON
1
Journeaux
2à9
Autres papiers, revue, livres
12, 14
Carton ondulé et carton plat d'emballage
15, 16
TetraPak et autres multicouches
10, 11, 13, 17 Autres emballages fibres
VERRE
18, 20
Bouteilles consignées de boissons alcoolisées
19, 21
Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons alcoolisées
22
Bouteilles consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées
23
Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées
24
Contenants alimentaires
25
Verre plat, grès, céramique et autre verre
MÉTAL
26
Canettes de boissons consignées
27
Canettes de boissons en aluminium NON consignées
28, 29
Autres emballages et papier d'aluminium
30
Autres contenants et emballages en métal
31, 32, 33
Autres métaux
PLASTIQUE
34
Bouteilles de boissons consignées
36
Bouteilles d'eau à remplissage unique
35, 37, 38, 39 Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #1
40, 41
Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #2
42
Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #3
43, 45, 46
Pots à grande ouverture et autres #2, #4, #5, #7
44
Contenants et emballages #6
47, 48, 49
Pellicules, sacs d'emballages #2, autres films plastique
50, 51
Autres emballages rigides et autres plastiques
AUTRE
52, 53, 54
Matières compostables
55 à 66
Encombrants, RDD, CRD, textiles, chaussures
67, 68
Déchets
Liquides
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APPENDIX C
Raw data from the characterization study
Total from all four sites
Catégories
Papier

Journaux

Carton

Autres papiers, revues, livres
Carton ondulé et carton plat d'emballage
TetraPak et autres multicouches
Autres emballages fibres

Verre

Métal

Ré cupération
intérieur ex té rie ur

10,81

7,31

80,55

5,65

5,21

23,72

2,38
3,00

23,57

8,70

184,36

20,67

0,31
0,87

0,54
0,78

0,35
0,13

0,13
0,00

Bouteilles consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,69

0,00

0,00

0,47

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,00

0,97

1,61

0,17

Bouteilles consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

0,91

0,00

1,28

0,00

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

1,40

0,21

1,19

0,30

Contenants alimentaires
Verre plat, grès, céramique et autre verre

0,00
0,16

0,48
0,00

0,00
0,00

0,26
0,00

Canettes de boissons consignées

0,38

0,83

0,36

0,95

Canettes de boissons en aluminium NON consignées

0,01

0,03

0,24

0,00

Autres emballages et papier d'aluminium

0,05

0,19

0,03

0,08

Autres contenants et emballages en métal
Autres métaux

0,33
0,81

0,16
0,24

0,18
1,21

0,00
3,38

Plastique Bouteilles de boissons consignées

Autres

Ordures
intérieur ex té rie ur

0,19

0,33

1,11

0,53

Bouteilles d'eau à remplissage unique

1,64

0,90

3,34

1,90

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #1

1,45

1,08

3,15

0,94

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #2

3,13

2,92

7,21

1,15

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #3

0,00

0,19

0,04

0,09

Pots à grande ouverture et autres #2, #4, #5, #7

2,55

0,69

5,19

0,14

Contenants et emballages #6

12,13

1,79

5,74

0,57

Pellicules, sacs d'emballages #2, autres films plastique
Autres emballages rigides et autres plastiques

11,82
8,24

3,48
7,98

5,36
5,99

0,92
2,92

Matières compostables

268,75

82,87

11,21

10,98

9,16

6,45

1,65

0,65

53,09
4,75

12,97
5,21

9,48
9,33

4,05
5,43

422,85

152,51

364,01

62,06

Encombrants, RDD, CRD, textiles, chaussures
Déchets
Liquides
GÉNÉRATION TOTALE
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Station 1
Catégories

Ordures
intérieur ex té rie ur

Ré cupération
intérieur ex té rie ur

Papier

Journaux

Carton

Autres papiers, revues, livres

0,98

2,97

5,61

1,94

Carton ondulé et carton plat d'emballage

6,04

0,95

61,68

1,03

TetraPak et autres multicouches
Autres emballages fibres

0,14

0,38

0,22

0,10

Verre

43,75

Bouteilles consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,47

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons alcoolisées
Bouteilles consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

0,18

0,72

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

Métal

Contenants alimentaires
Verre plat, grès, céramique et autre verre

0,16

Canettes de boissons consignées

0,31

Canettes de boissons en aluminium NON consignées

0,37

0,18

0,12

0,73

0,02

Autres emballages et papier d'aluminium
Autres contenants et emballages en métal
Autres métaux

0,41

0,03
0,81

0,05

0,05

0,30

0,66

0,05

Bouteilles d'eau à remplissage unique

0,51

0,18

0,26

0,63

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #1

0,18

0,18

1,74

0,20

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #2

0,77

1,32

3,91

Plastique Bouteilles de boissons consignées

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #3
Pots à grande ouverture et autres #2, #4, #5, #7

Autres

0,16
0,09

0,12

0,73

0,08

Contenants et emballages #6

4,74

0,32

0,28

0,31

Pellicules, sacs d'emballages #2, autres films plastique
Autres emballages rigides et autres plastiques

3,52
1,12

0,85
0,10

1,55
1,97

0,02
0,20

104,65

7,13

0,96

1,60

Matières compostables
Encombrants, RDD, CRD, textiles, chaussures
Déchets
Liquides

GÉNÉRATION TOTALE

0,63

1,67

0,15

0,58

25,08
1,38

4,70
1,82

1,04
0,38

2,41
4,88

151,25

23,43

126,17

15,66
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Station 2

Catégories

Ordures
intérieur ex té rie ur

Ré cupération
intérieur ex té rie ur

Papier

Journaux

0,26

0,33

Carton

Autres papiers, revues, livres

1,32

0,48

6,08

0,04

Carton ondulé et carton plat d'emballage

7,85

0,38

28,73

12,15

TetraPak et autres multicouches
Autres emballages fibres

0,08
0,09

0,01
0,13

Verre

Bouteilles consignées de boissons alcoolisées
Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,97

Bouteilles consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées
Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

0,21

0,32

0,21

0,05

Contenants alimentaires
Verre plat, grès, céramique et autre verre
Métal

Canettes de boissons consignées

0,07

Canettes de boissons en aluminium NON consignées
Autres emballages et papier d'aluminium

0,02

Autres contenants et emballages en métal
Autres métaux

0,04
0,11

0,01

0,41

1,26

0,59

0,41

0,21

0,33

0,01

0,13

0,41

Plastique Bouteilles de boissons consignées

0,21

Bouteilles d'eau à remplissage unique
Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #1

0,17

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #2
Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #3
Pots à grande ouverture et autres #2, #4, #5, #7

0,03

0,41
0,13

0,08

0,01

0,56
5,07

0,31
0,10

0,46
1,30

0,21
2,12

Matières compostables

2,46

12,89

Encombrants, RDD, CRD, textiles, chaussures

4,73

1,43

Déchets
Liquides

0,40

3,30
0,39

1,56

0,18

22,68

22,53

40,66

18,16

Contenants et emballages #6
Pellicules, sacs d'emballages #2, autres films plastique
Autres emballages rigides et autres plastiques
Autres

GÉNÉRATION TOTALE

1,82
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Station 3

Catégories

Ordures
intérieur ex té rie ur

Ré cupération
intérieur ex té rie ur

Papier

Journaux

10,81

4,09

27,51

Carton

Autres papiers, revues, livres

1,38

1,11

5,79

0,58

Carton ondulé et carton plat d'emballage

5,91

5,78

46,43

5,48

TetraPak et autres multicouches
Autres emballages fibres

0,17
0,78

0,78

Bouteilles consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,27

Verre

0,05

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons alcoolisées
Bouteilles consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

1,02
0,73

Métal

0,07

Canettes de boissons en aluminium NON consignées

0,01

0,01

Autres emballages et papier d'aluminium

0,05

0,01

Autres contenants et emballages en métal
Autres métaux

0,13

0,12
0,08

0,12

0,09

0,02

0,14

0,04
0,03
0,13
0,66

3,38

0,23

Bouteilles d'eau à remplissage unique

1,01

0,24

0,96

0,22

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #1

0,70

0,15

0,42

0,18

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #2

0,60

0,58

2,80

0,27

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #3
Pots à grande ouverture et autres #2, #4, #5, #7

Autres

0,46
0,48

Canettes de boissons consignées

Plastique Bouteilles de boissons consignées

0,17

0,56

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées
Contenants alimentaires
Verre plat, grès, céramique et autre verre

1,96

0,19
1,92

Contenants et emballages #6

1,60

0,80

3,17

0,13

Pellicules, sacs d'emballages #2, autres films plastique
Autres emballages rigides et autres plastiques

4,31
0,93

1,30
0,72

2,24
0,72

0,43
0,33
0,39

Matières compostables

45,22

25,70

5,29

Encombrants, RDD, CRD, textiles, chaussures

1,46

3,35

1,44

0,07

Déchets
Liquides

9,56
2,44

0,92
0,30

4,98
2,25

1,31
0,55

90,20

46,71

107,24

15,62

GÉNÉRATION TOTALE
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Station 4

Catégories

Ordures
intérieur ex té rie ur

Ré cupération
intérieur ex té rie ur

Papier

Journaux

2,96

8,96

0,42

Carton

Autres papiers, revues, livres

1,97

0,65

6,24

0,44

Carton ondulé et carton plat d'emballage

3,77

1,59

47,52

2,01

0,08

0,07

0,03

TetraPak et autres multicouches
Autres emballages fibres
Verre

Bouteilles consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,42

Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons alcoolisées

0,59

Bouteilles consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées
Bouteilles NON consignées de boissons NON alcoolisées

1,40

Contenants alimentaires
Verre plat, grès, céramique et autre verre
Métal

0,26

Canettes de boissons consignées

0,25

Canettes de boissons en aluminium NON consignées
0,18
0,20

Plastique Bouteilles de boissons consignées

0,03
0,05
0,54

0,03

0,22

0,27

Bouteilles d'eau à remplissage unique

0,12

0,07

0,86

0,46

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #1

0,40

0,34

0,78

0,23

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #2

1,76

1,01

0,37

0,31

Bouteilles et contenants alimentaires et autres #3

Autres

0,13

0,20

Autres emballages et papier d'aluminium
Autres contenants et emballages en métal
Autres métaux

0,10

0,04

Pots à grande ouverture et autres #2, #4, #5, #7

0,60

0,16

4,46

Contenants et emballages #6

5,79

0,54

2,21

0,12

Pellicules, sacs d'emballages #2, autres films plastique
Autres emballages rigides et autres plastiques

3,43
1,12

1,02
7,06

1,11
2,00

0,26
0,27

116,42

37,15

4,96

7,17

Matières compostables
Encombrants, RDD, CRD, textiles, chaussures
Déchets
Liquides

GÉNÉRATION TOTALE

2,34

0,06

0,06

18,05
0,93

4,05
2,70

1,90
6,70

0,15

158,72

59,84

89,94

12,62
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APPENDIX D
Results per service station

Results for station 1 (with lunch counter)
 Recovery rate of recyclable materials (relative to potential and after removal of
contaminants)
 88% of the recyclable materials generated were recovered
 Recovery rate indoors (recovery by employees): 93%
 Recovery rate outdoors (recovery by customers): 46%





Proportion by type of material
Recyclable materials:
45%
Compostable materials: 36%
Waste (and other):
19%

 Proportion of total residual materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 88% of the total residual materials generated
 Outdoors: 12% of the total residual materials generated
 Proportion of recyclable materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 91% of all recyclable materials
 Outdoors: 9% of all recyclable materials
 Contamination rate (waste found in the recycling bin) indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 4.8%
 Outdoors: 61.9%
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 Recyclable materials found in waste, indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 6.1%
 Outdoors: 30.3%
 Composition of recyclable materials
 Paper and cardboard: 85%
 Plastic:
12%
 Glass:
1.5%
 Metal:
1.5%

Results for station 2 (with a car wash)
 Recovery rate of recyclable materials (relative to potential and after removal of
contaminants)
 79% of the recyclable materials generated were recovered
 Recovery rate indoors (recovery by employees): 80%
 Recovery rate outdoors (recovery by customers): 78%





Proportion by type of material
Recyclable materials:
62%
Compostable materials: 17%
Waste (and other):
21%
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 Proportion of total residual materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 61% of the total residual materials generated
 Outdoors: 39% of the total residual materials generated
 Proportion of recyclable materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 72% of all recyclable materials
 Outdoors: 28% of all recyclable materials
 Contamination rate (waste found in the recycling bin) indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 8.2%
 Outdoors: 23.8%
 Recyclable
materials
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 41.7%
 Outdoors: 17.6%

found

in

waste,

indoors

and

outdoors

Note: recyclable materials found in waste indoors were primarily newspapers and cardboard

 Composition of recyclable materials
 Paper and cardboard: 89%
 Plastic:
8%
 Glass:
2%
 Metal:
1%
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Results for station 3 (with a car wash)
 Recovery rate of recyclable materials (relative to potential and after removal of
contaminants)
 72% of the recyclable materials generated were recovered
 Recovery rate indoors (recovery by employees): 78%
 Recovery rate outdoors (recovery by customers): 39%





Proportion by type of material
Recyclable materials:
53%
Compostable materials: 29%
Waste (and other):
18%

 Proportion of total residual materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 76% of the total residual materials generated
 Outdoors: 24% of the total residual materials generated
 Proportion of recyclable materials
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 83% of all recyclable materials
 Outdoors: 17% of all recyclable materials

generated

indoors

and

outdoors

 Contamination rate (waste found in the recycling bin) indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 16.5%
 Outdoors: 41.4%
 Recyclable materials found in waste indoors and outdoors (employees/customers)
 Indoors: 27.4%
 Outdoors: 30.4%
Note: recyclable materials found in waste indoors were primarily newspapers and cardboard
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Composition of recyclable materials
 Paper and cardboard:
83%
 Plastic:
11%
 Glass:
3%
 Metal:
3%

Results for station 4 (with lunch counter)
 Recovery rate of recyclable materials (relative to potential and after removal of
contaminants)
 81% of the recyclable materials generated were recovered
 Recovery rate indoors (recovery by employees): 87%
 Recovery rate outdoors (recovery by customers): 38%





Proportion by type of material
Recyclable materials:
30%
Compostable materials: 52%
Waste (and other):
18%
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 Proportion of total residual materials generated indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 77% of the total residual materials generated
 Outdoors: 23% of the total residual materials generated
 Proportion of recyclable materials
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 87% of all recyclable materials
 Outdoors: 13% of all recyclable materials

generated

indoors

and

outdoors

 Contamination rate (waste found in the recycling bin) indoors and outdoors
(employees/customers)
 Indoors: 19.3%
 Outdoors: 62.2%
 Recyclable materials found in waste indoors and outdoors (employees/customers)
 Indoors:
6.7%
 Outdoors: 13.1%






Composition of recyclable materials
 Paper and cardboard:
75%
 Plastic:
21%
 Glass:
2%
 Metal:
1%
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